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ABSTRACT 
DNA microarray technology allows biological and medical research to shift from 

investigation of individual functions of a few related genes to the whole genome level. 

This creates opportunities for discovery of complex and coordinated transcriptional 

networks in biological systems. The aim of this thesis has been to study gene regulation 

and evolution using yeast responses to environmental cues as a model system. 

 

We first developed and validated a fission yeast cDNA microarray for genome-wide 

expression analysis (Paper I). It is the first commercially available fission yeast 

microarray, which presents a useful resouce for yeast researchers and provides 

information required to contruct the array from scratch. 

 

Next, we characterised the gene regulatory networks involved in the pheromone 

response (Paper II) and investigate the role of Gcn5 transcription co-regulator, a histone 

acetyltransferase (HAT), in re-programming gene expression during the salt stress 

response in fission yeast (Paper III). 

 

We further investigated evolutionary conservation and divergence of Gcn5 in gene 

regulation by comparing its role in the evolutionarily distantly related yeast species. 

The parallel study of the fission yeast and budding yeast showed that Gcn5 has a 

conserved physiological role in salt stress responses, but it regulates diverged sets of 

stress response genes potentially via distinct mechanisms (paper IV).  

 

Finally, we investigated interactions between different HATs and between HATs and 

HDACs (histone deacetylases). Phenotypic studies and gene expression profiling 

revealed that Gcn5 has overlapping functions with another HAT, Mst2, in the stress 

response and DNA damage repair (Paper V).  We found that the HDAC Clr3 acts 

antagonistically to Gcn5 in transcriptional elongation and stress responses (Paper VI).  
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1 INTRODUCTION 
Technological innovation has revolutionized many fields, including biological and 

biomedical research.  After years devoted to the isolation of individual genes involved 

in physiological or developmental process, DNA microarray technology has brought us 

to the world of whole genome processes, providing fundamental biological insights not 

possible with traditional approaches.  

 

 To date, the whole genome sequencing of more than 30 organisms has been completed 

or almost completed:  from bacteria to fruit flies, from fish to human beings, they are 

highly variable in morphology and physiology. Amazingly, the variability of genome 

sequences does not reflect the variation manifested at the level of their ″phenotypes″. 

Additionally, the structure and function of many of the genes is often highly conserved 

across species. One explanation for how morphological diversity could have arisen in a 

relatively conserved genome background is that gene regulation patterns are 

remarkably complicated, diverse and flexible. This allows organisms to rapidly alter the 

network of genes expressed in response to new conditions, and to accommodate to 

evolutionary demands. Gene regulation is one of the central themes of molecular 

biology and evolution.  

 

In the studies contributing to this thesis, we first established a fission yeast DNA 

microarray as a powerful tool for investigating gene regulation networks. We chose 

yeasts as model organisms, since these unicellular eukaryotes have made major 

contributions to current knowledge of eukaryotic transcriptional regulatory 

mechanisms. We focused our study on: how gene regulation networks respond to 

environmental stimuli; how the various transcription related factors coordinate with 

each other; and how the transcriptional networks differ in evolutionarily diverged yeast 

species. 
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2 DNA MICROARRAYS 
Man is a tool-using animal⋯ without tools he is nothing, with tools, 
he is all —Thomas Carlyle 
 
The mechanic who wishes to do his work well, must first sharpen his 
tools —Confucius 
 
Productive power, is contained in the tools and technology, developed 
by humans in their efforts to improve their material conditions, plus 
the human labour that goes into employing these tools —Karl Marx 
 

2.1 INTRODUCTION OF DNA MICROARRAYS: HISTORY, PLATFORMS 
AND APPLICATIONS 

DNA microarray technology has emerged as one of the most promising new tools in 

molecular biology. 

 

A DNA microarray is a solid surface (glass slides or silicon chip) consisting of an 

arrayed series of thousands of microscopic spots of specific DNA sequences, each 

representing a gene or other DNA element. These spots are known as probes. The 

arrays hybridize to fluorescently labelled DNA samples (known as the target). Probe-

target hybridization is detected and quantified to determine the relative abundances of 

specific nucleic acid sequences in the target. Since an array can contain a whole 

genome of an organism, it is a tool of major importance for genome-wide studies.   

 
Before the era of DNA microarray technology, Differential Display technology (Liang 

and Pardee, 1992) was a major tool that opened the door to interpretation of genome-

wide information. This technology allows detection of altered gene expression patterns 

by running a DNA sequencing gel after PCR amplification of total mRNA samples 

from control and experimental conditions. But the popularity of this technology did not 

last long due to its high false positive rate, and the impossibility of identifying more 

than a few genes. This “differential sequencing” was replaced by “differential 

hybridization” within a few years. This technique relied on a “Reverse Northern” 

hybridization approach: known cDNA probes are spotted on nylon membranes and 

hybridized by control and experimental mRNA samples. This eventually led to the 

development of the currently popular technology, DNA microarray, pioneered by 

Patrick Brown and David Botstein in 1995 (Schena et al., 1995) and Chee in 

1996(Chee et al., 1996). This technique is in effect a repackaged differential 
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hybridization strategy, in which cDNA plaques are replaced with spotted cDNAs or 

photolithographic synthesized arrays, and radioactive labels are replaced with 

fluorescent ones. See figure 1 for a comparison of feature density of two modern 

platforms and the earlier nylon spotted arrays. In 1997, a complete eukaryotic genome  

(Saccharomyces cerevisiae) was established on a microarray (Lashkari et al., 1997).  

 

 

 
 

Figure 1 Feature density of representative microarrays. Each image shows a 2.7 mm square 
sub-region. (a) Bacterial colony spots on nylon from the 1980s. (b) Ink-jet in situ synthesized 
60-mer oligo spots on glass. (c) Affymetrix human gene array with 18-µ features containing 25-
mer oligos. Reprinted with permission from the Annual Review of Biochemistry, Volume 74 © 
2005 (Stoughton) (by Annual Reviews www.annualreviews.org.) Updated microarray density 
information not shown. 
 

In spotted microarrays, the probes are first synthesized and then "spotted" onto glass 

slides with fine-pointed pins (Figure1b). Paired samples are labelled with fluorescent 

cy3 or cy5 and hybridized to a single array slide (two-channel microarray). In 

Affymetrix oligonucleotide arrays (Figure1c), short nucleotide sequences are 

synthesized directly onto the silicon chips. Biotin labelled sample is hybridized to a 

single slide. Affymetrix oligonucleotide arrays offered high spotting density and 

excellent quality controls. However photolithographic synthesis limited the probe 

length (25mer in Affymetrix system) even though 60-mers allow a much better 

sensitivity-specificity trade-off than shorter oligos (Stoughton, 2005). Additionally, the 

cost of photolithographic mask is high. Spotted arrays, in contrast, allow a range of 

probes based on oligonucleotides, cDNA or small fragments of PCR products, with the 

additional advantage that the desired oligos or cDNA can be pre-synthesised. Spotting 
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is a relatively low-tech but robust and affordable method, although the probe density 

obtained is not comparable with Affymetrixtype microarrays. 

 

For many people, DNA microarrays are synonymous with gene expression profiling, as 

the most common type of microarray in current use is the expression array. This type of 

array contains probes representing the protein coding regions, with one probe set for 

each gene, and has been the main focus of genome-wide investigations for many years.  

More recently, with the development of array synthesis techniques and the increasing 

availability the whole genome information, tiling arrays have entered the genomic 

biologist's toolkit In contrast to expression arrays, tiling arrays consist of probes 

designed to densely represent a genomic region of interest, or an entire genome 

including intergenic regions as well as ORF regions. Tiling arrays are often used for 

profiling DNA–protein interactions and epigenetic studies. Selected applications of 

DNA microarrays are listed in table 1.  

 

Table 1 Selected applications of DNA microarrays. 

Application  
Gene expression 
profiling 

Measurement of gene expression (gene transcription or mRNA) level of 
thousands of genes or the entire genome simultaneously, to create a 
global picture of difference in gene expression between of control and 
experiment samples. (for example, treatment vs non-treatment, normal vs 
diseased) (Schena et al., 1995). 

Protein-DNA 
interaction (ChIP-
on-chip)  

Also called genome-wide location analysis. DNA sequences bound to a 
particular protein can be isolated by immunoprecipitating that protein 
(ChIP), these fragments can then be hybridized to a microarray allowing 
the determination of protein binding site occupancy throughout the 
genome. Example applications include determining transcription binding 
sites, or mapping histone modification (Iyer et al., 2001; Lieb et al., 2001; 
Ren et al., 2000). 

Comparative 
genomic 
hybridization 
(CGH) 

Also called chromosomal microarray analysis.  Measures regional copy 
number changes (gains/losses) in DNA content, for example finding 
abnormal regions in the genome by comparing tumour and normal DNA, 
or identifying novel mutations that responsible for dysmorphic features, 
developmental delays, mental retardation etc. (Moran et al., 2004; Pollack 
et al., 1999). 

SNP detection Identifying single nucleotide polymorphisms among alleles within or 
between populations. Used in genotyping, forensic analysis or genetic 
linkage analysis (Hacia et al., 1999).  

Alternative 
splicing detection 

To detect each individual exon or splicing isoforms for known or 
predicted genes (Clark et al., 2002; Yeakley et al., 2002)  
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2.2 IMPACT OF DNA MICROARRAYS IN BIOLOGICAL AND 
BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH 

DNA microarray technology has been growing rapidly in popularity ever since it was 

developed. The number of publications based on the use of DNA microarray 

technology is increasing exponentially (Figure 2), while the total number of scientific 

publications increases only linearly (data not shown, total publication doubled in 2008 

compared to 1995). 

 

 
Figure 2. Number of articles in Pubmed containing keyword “DNA microarray”. A search was 
conducted in http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/advanced using “DNA microarray” as 
search term. Identical searches were conducted for each year from 1995 to 2008. 
 

The popularity of microarray technology lies in the facts that, first, it has allowed a shift 

from studies of the individual biological functions of a few related genes to more global 

investigations, which provides an opportunity for discovery of complex and 

coordinated transcriptional control in biological systems.  Second, it can be applied to 

research across a wide range of fields: cellular physiology, toxicology, disease 

characterization, evolutionary biology, stress responses and drug development.  

 

A study using DNA microarray technology was carried out by Friend and colleagues in 

2002 (van 't Veer et al., 2002), who provide a good example of the use of expression 

profiling by DNA microarray to improve breast cancer classification and therapy.  

Many breast-cancer patients receive unnecessary chemotherapy or hormonal treatment 

for possible tumour spread after the removal of a primary tumour. Classical 
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histopathological and clinical criteria are insufficient to determine which patients need 

this adjuvant treatment. 

 

Friend and colleagues analysed primary breast tumours from a mix of patients who 

developed metastases or remained disease-free after 5 years, using DNA microarrays to 

study the gene expression profiles. They were able to identify 70 genes significantly 

associated with disease outcome, and developed a prognosis classifier based on this 

microarray study. This constituted a powerful tool for tailoring treatment to those 

patients at risk of recurring disease, and avoiding unnecessary treatment and the 

associated costs in patient quality of life and health-care expenditure.  

 

DNA microarray allows us to survey, on a global scale, organisms and their patterns of 

gene and protein expression. Whole genome research has been used in multiple studies 

like this one, to pinpoint the links between the “genotype” and metastases tumour 

“phenotype”. 

 

This type of study is highly relevant in elucidating the networks and pathways that are 

fundamental for biological processes or disease development. 

 
2.3 TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS OF DNA MICROARRAY 

TECHNOLOGY 

In the early stage of my PhD studies, we developed a DNA microarray for fission yeast 

to study gene expression profiling (expression array) (paper I). Later, ChIP-on-chip 

high resolution tiling arrays were used in combination with expression array. In this 

section, I will address some perspectives on the technical considerations of DNA 

microarray technology based on these years’ experience, mostly regarding two-channel 

spotting expression arrays. 

 
DNA microarray analysis involves a number of steps. A complete microarray process 

including gene expression profiling and ChIP-on-chip for microarray experiments used 

in our study is illustrated (figure 3).   

 
There are various sources of error, which can occur in microarray experiments. Most 

technical considerations in DNA microarray analysis boil down to concerns about the 

biological variation and systematic variation that could obscure the true difference 
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between control and experimental samples. Here we discuss some of the issues that are 

important for drawing statistically and biologically valid conclusions from microarray 

experiments at the stages of experimental design, handling of samples, hybridization, 

scanning, normalization and data analysis. 

 
Figure 3 Experimental procedures for gene expression profiling and ChIP-on-chip. 
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2.3.1 Experimental design 

Replicate samples are usually required for DNA microarray experiments because of the 

intrinsic biological variation between samples in addition to systematic variation during 

experimental procedures. It has reported that biological variation exceeds technical 

variation for DNA microarrays (Chudin et al., 2006; Shi et al., 2006; Zakharkin et al., 

2005). This accords well with my own research experience: most variation comes from 

different biological samples; the results for repeating microarray experiments of the 

same set of biological samples are highly reproducible. Therefore it is more important 

to use biological replicates. How many replicates are needed is determined by several 

factors: goals of the study, sample resources, reliability of the technology and cost, etc. 

In the fission yeast cDNA microarray we designed, probes are double spotted at 

separate regions on a single slide to provide a measure of technical control for 

hybridization. This design provides technical replicates within a single hybridization.  

 

One source of systematic variation in spotted microarrays is the bias caused between 

fluorescent dyes Cy5 and Cy3. These biases stem from a variety of factors, including 

physical properties of the dyes (heat and light sensitivity, relative half-life) and 

efficiency of dye incorporation (Yang, 2002). Gene specific dye bias also exists, in 

which certain genes tend to bind more efficiently to one dye than the other (Goryachev 

et al., 2001; Kerr et al., 2000; Tseng et al., 2001; Wang et al., 2001; Yang et al., 2002), 

and as a result, an observed difference between cy3 and cy5 channel intensities for a 

particular gene may be not due to differences in expression level, but differences in dye 

incorporation efficiency. Dye-swap design is therefore often used—samples are split in 

half and dye-label is swapped instead of running all control group or experimental 

group with the same dye. Even so, there are debates about whether dye-swap design 

should be used (Dobbin et al., 2005), and the choice to use dye-swap depends on 

several aspects of experiment design (Dobbin et al., 2003). For paired samples in our 

study, which compared samples  “before treatment” and “after treatment”, we were 

primarily interested in understanding the effect of treatment on gene expression. In this 

situation, dye-swap is an efficient design to correct for gene-specific dye binding 

inequality. In other situations, a reference can be used to compare to non-reference 

samples. For example, the reference sample may be a mixture of normal tissue and the 

non-reference sample RNA extracted from different tumours, so that the comparison 

would give some indication of genes expressed differently in tumours. This kind of 
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system is considered more effective without out dye-swap (Dobbin et al., 2003). The 

results tend to be more robust, relatively simple to analyse and produce better clusters 

(Dobbin and Simon, 2002).  Normalization methods such as Lowess, which we will 

discuss below (Dabney and Storey, 2007), help to correct dye bias. 

 

2.3.2 Handling of samples and hybridization 

Even though systematic or technical variation in DNA microarrays is not avoidable, 

care in handing of samples could reduce such variations. Taking yeast experiments as 

an example, different batches of culture medium, treatment reagents, shaking speed 

when culturing cells, centrifuging when collecting samples, and so on are potential 

factors that cause systematic variation. Therefore, using the same batches of culture 

medium and chemical reagents, and keeping all the experimental conditions as similar 

as possible would be a good practice to reduce systematic variations. It is also 

important to perform control and experimental samples in parallel to avoid noise from 

batch differences. For gene expression profiling studies, the integrity of RNA or DNA 

is essential for a successful experiment.  

 

DNA microarray is a hybridization-based method. A given microarray probe is 

designed as a perfect complementary strand to a given region of the target DNA. Based 

on the Waston-Crick paring, the probe will capture a certain number of target 

sequences. DNA microarray hybridization is designed to identify specific signals 

produced by the original labelled target. Ideally, the signal intensity should be 

proportional to the number of molecules of targets bound to probes. In reality, the 

signal produced by a given microarray probe can also be cross-hybridization signal 

produced by non-specific targets with significant sequence similarity with the probe (e. 

g., splice variants) or even a non-specific, background signal due to probe binding in 

the absence of any significant sequence similarity (Draghici et al., 2006). These non-

specific signals are not avoidable but are negligible for a high specificity design of 

microarray platform. Optimizing fundamental parameters such as time, stringency and 

concentration of target sample can help to minimize the non-specific binding. We 

should also keep in mind that the property of the samples used for hybridization, such 

as fragment length, GC content and available binding sites.  The first two secondary 

parameters are validated in our S. pombe arrays (Paper I).  
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2.3.3 Normalization 

Normalization is to adjust the individual hybridization intensities to balance them 

appropriately so that meaningful biological comparisons can be made. There are 

numerous reasons why data must be normalized, including unequal quantities of 

starting material, differences in labelling or detection efficiencies between the 

fluorescent dyes used, and systematic biases in the measured expression levels. The 

choice of normalization method is determined by the underlying hypothesis. Most 

commonly, for expression arrays, the assumption is that gene expression levels of the 

majority of the transcripts on the arrays do not change between the samples. Total 

intensity normalization (global normalization) is based on this assumption. But, with a 

little experience, it becomes clear that a bias occurs in changes of expression level 

depending on spot intensities, i. e. changes in expression are not symmetric for all gene 

expression levels (Figure 5). This is not a biological phenomenon but results from dye 

bias at different gene expression levels, One explanation for this is quenching (Jeon, 

2007) —a phenomenon where dye molecules in close proximity re-absorb light from 

each other, thus diminishing the signal. Quenching acts at different levels for each dye, 

leading to signal intensity bias at different gene expression levels. Lowess 

normalization (Intensity dependent normalization) is then used to compensate for this 

bias. The assumption for Lowess normalization is that changes in gene expression are 

roughly symmetric at all signal intensities. It is a good approach for spotted arrays to 

compensate for dye bias.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 4 Ratio-Intensity plot showing bias depending on signal intensity (left panel) and 
corrected by lowess normalization (right panel).  The picture is courtesy of Prof. Terry Speed.   
 

Sometimes, changes are expected for the total gene expression levels between control 

and experimental groups, in other words, distribution of the up- and down-regulated 

genes is asymmetric, and in this situation, neither global nor Lowess normalization is 
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appropriate. Therefore, normalization relative to house-keeping genes is an alternative 

approach. In this normalization method, similar to that performed in quantitative PCR, 

we assume the expression level of house-keeping genes does not change between 

control and experimental samples. However this is not always true, as the expression 

level of house-keeping genes might be different in the groups under comparison. To 

avoid this problem, exogenous genes such as luciferase are used as a spiking control for 

normalization. Spiking control RNAs show no sequence similarity to the genome of the 

studied species and they are added in defined amounts to experimental RNA samples 

before labelling. The oligonucleotides specific for the spiking RNAs are spotted onto 

the slide. A possible technical limitation is the inclusion of spike probes in 

commercially available chips. In the fission yeast microarray we have designed, we 

have included the luciferase gene from Renilla, whose RNA is commercially available 

(Promega). Spiking control normalization for this microarray has been successfully 

applied by my colleagues (Djupedal et al., 2005). 

 

2.3.4 Data analysis and biological interpretation. 

The most challenging task for DNA microarray studies is not how to generate these 

vast bodies of genomic data, but rather in how best to analyse the data and make sound 

biological interpretations.   

 

--Find significant genes: fold change or P-value? 

The goal of an expression array experiment is to determine bona fide changes in gene 

expression profile between experimental paradigms. For biologists, the most direct and 

straightforward approach is to use fold change. High fold changes do indicate 

biological significance. Transcripts with high fold changes can relatively easily be 

validated by PCR, northern blot or other methods. However, using fold change has 

following limitations: First, it ignores small changes which might be statistical 

significant and biologically meaningful, and specifically, we miss important 

information when we are interested in investigating a global trend in expression pattern 

difference. Second, genes with low expression frequently have higher fold changes 

(Mariani et al., 2003), thus, simple static fold change thresholds are too stringent for  

highly expressed genes, and not stringent enough for low-expressed genes. Third, cross 

comparison of microarray data between different platforms, species or laboratories 

employing a single cut off would be difficult due to technical variability, if appropriate 
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normalization is not used. Most importantly, high fold change does not rule out the 

problem of false positives. Therefore testing significance by statistics is a necessity in 

microarray studies.  

 

One widely used approach is to use a Student’s t-test, which looks at the mean and 

variance of the two distributions and calculates the probability that they were sampled 

from the same distribution. When using t-test, it is important not to assume equal 

variance between test and control. e.g. the signal from test group could be 1389, 1089, 

990 and signal from test 45, 60, 35. Here it is clear that the variance is numerically 

larger in the test than in the control. Welch’s t-test takes this into account by assuming 

unequal variances between the two populations (Knudsen, 2002). If more than two 

conditions are studied, t-tests are not an ideal choice. The method known as analysis of 

variance (ANOVA) can be used instead. For all statistical tests that calculate P-values, 

it is important to consider the effect of multiple testing as we are looking at not just one 

gene but thousands of genes. If P-value is 0.01, for 6000 genes, we expect 60 false 

positives. Bonferroni correction is an approach which helps to correct for this (Bender 

and Lange, 2001; Duboit, 2000). (e.g. if we want a chance of 25% of having one false 

positive in the list of genes that change significantly in an experiment, a cut off of 0.25 

divided by 6000 genes give a P-value of 4e-5.) Bonferroni correction gives very 

conservative interpretations. It often happens that no genes can pass this corrected p-

value threshold, and in this case, genes with the smallest P-value can be chosen 

(Knudsen, 2002).  

 

--Visualization, how important is it? 

In my opinion, visualization is essential for microarray data analysis. Microarray data 

produces tens of thousands of numbers. Almost all of our data interpretations are based 

on visualization of those numbers. The MA plot in Figure 4 clearly shows the fold 

change bias depending on gene intensity (left) and dye bias correction after Lowess 

normalization (right). A wise choice of visualization help to reveal pattern changes and 

facilitate biological interpretation. Figure 5 provides some examples of visualization 

based on my own data produced using GeneSpring software. Figure 5A reveals the 

gene regulation pattern at a specific chromosome position; this type of visualization has 

allowed us to observe significant changes in gene regulation at telomeric regions. 

(Shown in paper V, figure 2). In figure 5B, three samples (A, B, C) are clustered based 
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on their expression pattern. It makes sense that the replicates (1 and 2) for each sample 

are clustered together. 

 

 
Figure 5 Visualization of microarray data. A. Distribution of regulated genes on chromosome. 
B. Condition tree clustering shows similarities and differences of gene regulation pattern 
between samples. C. Scatter plot of shows up or down regulated genes of test sample relative to 
control depending on their signal intensity. D. Graph shows gene regulation at different time 
points. Colour bar shows the scale of fold change. 
 

--Microarray software: Commercial software or in house script? 

The main advantage of using commercial software is its comprehensiveness. Most 

current analysis tools are included in a single package, with a user-friendly interface. 

For example, GeneSpring (Agilent Technologies) includes automated gene annotations 

for different species, and orthologous pairs between species can be translated, which 

greatly facilities interspecies comparisons. Commercial software usually provides 

various visualization functions, which are important for microarray data interpretation.  

 

There are several potential limitations inherent in using commercial software. (Not to 

mention the yearly cost of commercial software is high for laboratories with tight 

budgets.) First, they might not be flexible enough, causing problems such as data 

comparability problems and conversion inconvenience. Another problem is their 
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capability of performing various data analyses with ease, which might lead the 

inexperienced user to overlook certain statistical limitations of the data analysis.  

Finally, a single comprehensive package is still not able to provide analysis tools for 

each individual customer’s needs.  

 

In house scripts can be created to perform one or a few specific analyses, e.g. 

clustering. They are usually straightforward to answer specific questions. Some open 

source software provide more comprehensive functions and allows users to analyse 

data using a host of existing techniques and to develop their own and integrate them 

within the system. Three of the most widely used open source statistical analysis tools 

are: Bioconductor written in R (http://www.bioconductor.org), the Java-based TM4 

software system available from The Institute for Genomic Research 

(http://www.tigr.org/software), and BASE, the Web-based system developed at Lund 

University (http://base.thep.lu.se). (reviewed in (Dudoit et al., 2003)). The limitations 

of in house scripts or open source software include: lack of comprehensive 

visualization, in addition the requirement for knowledge of computer languages and a 

clear understanding of how to look for answers to confirm a hypothesis. 

 
--Data confirmation, is it really necessary?  

Each new breakthrough in technology immediately encourages investigators to make 

use of the new tool, and quite often gives rise to intensive activity to explore its place in 

the scientific repertoire and determine the significance of the technology. DNA 

microarray is no exception. Issues of sensitivity, accuracy, specificity and 

reproducibility in DNA microarray measurement have been discussed (Draghici et al., 

2006; Shi et al., 2008). Many reviewers request verification of DNA microarray data by 

independent approaches such as quantitative PCR or northern blot. Indeed, every 

technology has its strengths and limitations. False positive signals can be generated by 

probes on the microarray hybridization, or other steps in the DNA microarray process. 

Nevertheless, the microarray quality control (MAQC) project demonstrated reliability 

and reproducibility of the microarray technology, and reported that the key factors 

influencing variations are the biological samples and human factors, rather than 

technical inconsistency {Shi, 2006 #126}. Based on my own experience, microarray 

data are reproducible even when using different platforms. Data from Eurogentec 

spotting arrays and Affymetrix correlated well when using identical sets of RNA 

samples, even though the Affymetrix result gave higher ratios, indicating higher 
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sensitivity of the platform. In Paper IV, we studied genome-wide localization of Gcn5 

by the Affymetrix genechip system in S. cerevisiae. Gcn5 associated genes determined 

by this method show important overlaps with the previously reported results obtained 

by nylon membrane and spotting array (Robert et al., 2004; Rosaleny et al., 2007). In 

paper VI, we reported that, among the few genes regulated by Gcn5, the down 

regulation of Mei2 and ste11 Genes, and this down regulation is confirmed by other 

research work (Helmlinger et al., 2008).  

 

This raises questions about the necessity for DNA data confirmation by verifying a 

number of individual genes by independent methodical approaches: first, how 

meaningful is it to demonstrate validity for a small number of genes (quite often highly 

regulated genes are selected instead of a random selection) when the conclusion drown 

from the microarray data is based on the global trend? Second, can we always confirm 

the result from a highly sensitive method (hybridization based DNA microarray) by a 

less sensitive method such as PCR? Of course, any data that cannot be confirmed are 

simply omitted from most publications.  In my opinion, adequate replicates, good 

laboratory proficiency and appropriate data analysis provide reliable microarray results. 

Independent biological verification instead of technical verification is more convincing. 

For example, in paper VI, we draw a conclusion from the ChIP-on-chip data that Gcn5 

might play a role in transcriptional elongation, because Gcn5 is localised in the coding 

regions of highly transcribed genes. Cell plating assays show that gcn5 deletion indeed 

causes deficiency in transcriptional elongation, this is more convincing than confirming 

the binding pattern by PCR for a group of highly transcribed genes associated with 

Gcn5.  
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3 YEASTS AS MODEL ORGANISMS 
3.1  ADVANTAGES OF USING YEASTS AS MODEL ORGANISMS 

Yeast has been used in biological research since the nineteenth century (Barnett, 2003) 

and ever since it has been a popular model organism in genetics and cell biology.  

 

Several traits of yeast species make them popular model organisms. First, yeasts are 

simple:  they are single celled organisms and easy to grow and replicate. They are non-

pathogenic and few precautions are needed for handling them. Most importantly, basic 

biological process, such as transcriptional machinery, cell cycle, tRNA processing, 

stress associated functions and G-protein-based pheromone response pathway are 

conserved between yeasts and humans. Remarkably, Lee Hartwell, Sir Paul Nurse and 

Tim Hunt were awarded the 2001 Nobel Prize in physiology or medicine for pioneering 

the use of yeast genetics to define the cell cycle and to understand its control and role in 

carcinogenesis, which provides insight into human cancer. The similarity is not only in 

the general outline of the processes, but also the molecules themselves: More than half 

of human proteins have homologs in yeast (reviewed in (Wright, 2005), even human 

disease genes (Botstein et al., 1997; Wood et al., 2002). Finally, the techniques 

available in yeast genetics (such as allowing for either the addition of new genes or 

deletion through efficient homologous recombination) makes yeasts favourable. 
 
The budding yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae (S. cerevisiae) and fission yeast 

Schizosaccharomyces pombe (S.  pombe) are the best-studied model organisms. These 

two species diverged approximately 300 to 600 million years ago. Both species share 

features with more complex eukaryotes. In many aspects, S. pombe often resembles 

mammalian cells more closely than S. cerevisiae. For example, chromatin modifying 

enzymes in S. pombe mimic more closely the mammalian enzymes. Mechanisms of 

Histone-H3-K9 methylation and the RNAi/dicer system in gene repression are found in 

S. pombe but not in S. cerevisiae (Provost et al., 2002; Volpe et al., 2002). We have 

used both yeast models in our research. Additionally, we used Saccharomyces kluyveri 

(S. kluyveri), which is a budding yeast related to Saccharomyces cerevisiae. S. kluyveri 

appears to have become a species before the whole genome duplication that occurred in 

the Saccharomyces lineage (S. kluyveri genome sequencing project: 

http://genomeold.wustl.edu/). Comparison and parallel studies between these yeast 
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species may be give us significant evolutionary insights about the conservation of a 

biological process. Phylogenetic tree of yeast species is shown in Figure. 6.  

 
 
Figure 6. Phylogenetic tree of yeast species. S. pombe and S. cerevisiae are evolutionarily 
diverged. S. kluyveri is a distantly related yeast to S. cerevisiae in Saccharomyces linage. 
Picture is courtesy of Ashwin Dasikan and Washington University. Tools for genome sequence 
alignments: http://genomeold.wustl.edu/ 
 

3.2 COMPARATIVE GENOMICS USING YEAST MODELS 

Comparative genomics is the study of the relationship between genome structure and 

function across different biological species or strains, helping us to gain new insights 

into evolutionary, biochemical, genetic, metabolic, and physiological pathways. In 

recent years, several key factors have contributed the development of comparative 

genomics. These are notably: first, the availability of increasing amounts of genome 

information from different organisms in public databases. Second, the development of 

microarray technology, especially the increased performances of array synthesis 

devices (allowing increased probes densities as well as array design flexibility and 

reduced production costs). Third, the increased computational capabilities that can 

handle the mass of data. Yeast models have been placed at the forefront of comparative 

genomics, particularly studying gene transcription networks and evolution. This can be 
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attributed not only to the complete sequencing of more than 10 yeast species (Dujon et 

al., 2004; Kellis et al., 2003), but also to the fact that different yeasts can be cultured 

and manipulated under comparable external conditions. 

 
3.3  STUDYING YEAST RESPONSE TO ENVIRONMENTAL CUES  

In general, all cells, whether free-living or part of multi-cellular organisms, must 

contend with a variety of environmental fluctuations that can be harmful or lethal to the 

cell. Cells exposed to different kinds of environmental cues rapidly alter their gene 

transcription, chromatin status and signalling pathways. Significant clues to the 

mechanisms involved in adaptation to new environments have come from studies of the 

genes that are expressed in response to specific stresses. Investigators have identified 

transcriptional activators and repressors that likely contribute to coordinate remodeling 

of genome expression (Kingston et al., 1987; Parker and Topol, 1984; Sorger and 

Pelham, 1987; Wu, 1985).  

 

On another level, most proteins are completely dispensable for growth in favourable 

conditions (Varringer, 2003). Biological phenomena can be overlooked in favourable 

conditions, for example: 1) A specific protein can have a function which is important 

for the cell only in the face of particular environmental conditions. 2) Redundant 

functional relationship between proteins might not be easily observed in an ideal 

growth environment. 3) Oppositional effects between certain proteins can be observed 

under specific environmental stimuli, and this is particularly important for 

understanding regulatory mechanisms. 

 

In the studies contributing to this thesis, we have analysed pheromone-induced genes 

involved in the sexual differentitation process (paper II). Subsequently, our main focus 

has been on gene regulation of Gcn5 under salt stress conditions, because under normal 

conditions (rich medium), relatively few genes are regulated by Gcn5, indicating that 

its function can be substituted by other proteins under these conditions. We found that 

Gcn5 becomes essential when cell are treated with KCl, CaCl2 or MnCl2. Our focus is 

primarily using KCl stress conditions as a model system for studying gene regulation 

by Gcn5, rather than characterising the physiology of the KCl response in yeasts. 

Indeed, we found that Gcn5 regulated genes under KCl stress overlap with common 

environmental stress response genes. 
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4 GENE REGULATION 
Gene expression is the process by which information from a gene is used in the 

synthesis of a functional gene product. These products are often proteins, or functional 

RNAs. Regulation of gene expression is fundamental for all living organisms, from 

viruses, prokaryotes, single celled yeast, to multi-cellular organisms with highly 

variable morphology and physiology. Regulation of gene expression increases the 

versatility and adaptability of an organism by allowing the cell to express gene products 

when needed. Furthermore, gene regulation drives the processes of cellular 

differentiation and morphogenesis, leading to the creation of different cell types in 

multi-cellular organisms where the different types of cells demonstrate different gene 

expression profiles though they all possess the same genome sequence. Gene regulation 

may also serve as a substrate for evolutionary change, since control of the timing, 

location, and amount of gene expression can have a profound effect on the functions 

(actions) of the gene in the organism. 

 
Several steps in the gene expression process may be modulated, including the 

transcription, RNA splicing, translation, and post-translational modification of a 

protein. Gene transcription is the first step and essential for gene expression. In 

eukaryotes, the general transcriptional machinery and to some extend co-regulatory 

proteins are highly evolutionary conserved between organisms as diverse as yeast and 

mammals (Guarente and Bermingham-McDonogh, 1992; Schena, 1989).  

 

4.1 BASAL POLII TRANSCRIPTION MACHINERY 

Gene transcription is the process by which the genetic code in DNA is copied 

(transcribed) into a RNA molecule, The process of transcription may be divided into 

three parts; initiation, elongation and termination. A gene is transcribed from the 5’end 

to the 3’ end. Genes can be grouped according to the mechanism by which they are 

transcribed and the eventual fate and role of the RNA product.  RNA polymerase II 

transcribes messenger RNAs (mRNAs), which are the product encoded by the majority 

of gene sequences, as well as some small nuclear RNAs (Latchman, 2005). Other RNA 

types, mainly structural or enzymatic, are transcribed by RNA polymerases, RNA 

polymerase I and RNA polymerase III, but will not be discussed further in this thesis. 
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In eukaryotes, RNA polymerase II cannot bind to a promoter and initiate transcription 

by itself. Rather, it requires general transcription factors (GTFs: including TFIIA, 

TFIIB, TFIID, TFIIE, TFIIF, and TFIIH) and mediators added in a specific order for 

assembly of the transcription pre-initiation complex (PIC). These factors function 

collectively to recruit the polymerase and specify the transcription start site. PIC 

formation usually begins with TFIID binding to the TATA box, initiator, and/or 

downstream promoter element (DPE) found in most core promoters, TFIID, together 

with TFIIA, forms a stable protein-DNA complex on the promoter. The subsequent 

binding of TFIIB and TFIIE yields a complete initiation complex. At this stage, this 

promoter-bound complex is sufficient for a basal level of transcription in vitro and in 

vivo. Basal transcription factors are ubiquitous and interact with the core promoter 

region surrounding the transcription start site(s) of all classes of genes (Orphanides et 

al., 1996).  

 

4.2 TRANSCRIPTIONAL REGULATION  

Gene transcription is a highly regulated process. No individual factor is capable of 

playing a dominant role in generating the immense specificity required to make sure 

that genes are expressed in the right place, at the right time and in the right amount 

depending on the changing requirements of the organism. All transcription factors in 

eukaryotes interact not with naked DNA, but with the complete chromatin structure 

including a complex assortment of DNA-associated proteins. Transcription factors, co-

regulators, modification of chromatin structure and non-coding RNA all play crucial 

roles in controlling the basal transcription machinery. These regulation mechanisms are 

not isolated but highly dependent to each other, a dependency that is reflected in 

structural alterations of the chromatin. These can give rise to i) increased or decreased 

access to the DNA for transcription factors, ii) stabilisation or prevention of binding of 

RNA polymerase to DNA regulatory sequences. 

   
4.2.1 Regulation by chromatin remodeling and histone modifications  

In all eukaryotic cells, chromosomal DNA is bundled together with proteins called 

histones and packed into a highly ordered structure: chromatin. At least one functional 

consequence of this packaging is that it prevents access of DNA-binding proteins that 

regulate transcription to the promoter. Nucleosomes, the basic structural unit of 

chromatin, consist of 146 base pairs of DNA wrapped twice around a cylindrical 
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protein core containing two copies of each histone: H2A, H2B, H3 and H4 (Kornberg, 

1974; Luger et al., 1997). Nucleosomes impede all steps required for transcription. 

Thus, in the simplest case, repression can be achieved by creating a stable, inaccessible 

chromatin structure, and activation can be achieved by creating an accessible chromatin 

structure.  Changes in chromatin structure may facilitate gene transcription by 

loosening the histone-DNA complex, allowing other proteins such as transcription 

factors access to the DNA (Strahl and Allis, 2000). Two highly conserved mechanisms 

for modifying chromatin structure are: chromatin remodelling and histone 

modification, carried out by ATP-dependent remodelling complexes and histone-

modifying complexes respectively. 

 

ATP-dependent remodelling complexes can expose nucleosome DNA by introducing 

torsion into the DNA strand and generating negative supercoils (Havas et al., 2000) . 

This results in a weakening of the DNA-histone interactions thus facilitating 

nucleosome sliding. ATP-dependent remodelling complexes may be divided into three 

groups, referred to as SWI/SNF, ISWI and Mi-2/CHD, based on the identity of their 

catalytic ATP-ase subunit, and their differing requirements for substrate. 

 

Histone modifying complexes covalently modify nucleosomes by adding or removing 

chemical moieties to histone tails. Histone modifications are proposed to affect 

chromosome function through at least two distinct mechanisms.  The first mechanism 

suggests modifications may alter the electrostatic charge of the histone, resulting in a 

structural change in histones or their binding to DNA. The second mechanism proposes 

that these modifications are binding sites for protein recognition modules, such as the 

bromodomains or chromodomains, that recognize acetylated lysines or methylated 

lysine, respectively. (Cosgrove et al., 2004; Strahl and Allis, 2000; Vaquero et al., 

2003) Histone modifications include methylation, acetylation, phosporylation, 

ubiquitination and sumoylation etc. Cross talk between histone modifications adds a 

level of complexity to interpreting modification patterns. For a comprehensive review, 

see (Peterson and Laniel, 2004). In a later section, we will mainly discuss the functional 

consequences of acetylation in transcriptional regulation.  
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4.2.2 Regulation by transcription factors 

Transcription factors generally simultaneously bind DNA together with an RNA 

polymerase, serving as a platform for recruitment of the transcriptional machinery. A 

defining feature of specific transcription factors is that they contain one or more DNA 

binding domains (DBDs), which attach to specific sequences of DNA adjacent to the 

genes that they regulate. Transcription factors act as either activators or repressors to 

increase or decrease the rate of transcription. Transcription factors also recruit co-

activators or corepressors to regulated gene transcription.  

 

4.2.3 Regulation by coactivators or corepressors.  

In contrast to transcription factors, coactivators and corepressors do not bind directly to 

DNA. They are recruited to the transcription factor and DNA complex activating or 

repressing transcription. The coactivator can enhance transcription initiation by 

stabilizing the formation of the RNA polymerase complex. It may also control various 

other downstream steps of transcription, including elongation, RNA splicing, and 

termination and degradation of the coactivator-activator complex. Some coactivators 

possess histone acetyltransferase (HAT) activity, which modulate chromatin structure 

and causes chromatin to relax in a limited region allowing increased access to the 

DNA. Gcn5, CBP and p300 are examples of coactivators with HAT activity. The 

corepressor can, in the opposite way, repress transcriptional initiation, by deacetylating 

histone and making DNA less accessible to transcription (Goodson et al., 2005; Lazar, 

2003). Coactivators and corepressors can interact antagonistically and modulate 

transcription dynamically.  See Figure 7. 
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Figure 7 Positive and negative regulation of gene transcription: transcription factors (activators) 
can activate gene transcription via recruitment of enzymes with histone-modifying and -
remodelling activities, such as HAT (histone acetyltransferase), or direct contact with 
components of the general transcription machinery, or interaction with transcriptional co-
activators.  Transcriptional repressors antagonize many of the same steps; the deacetylating of 
histones by histone deacetylase (HDAC), blocking the recruitment of the general transcription 
machinery and interacting with transcriptional co-repressors. Regulation by non-coding RNA is 
not included in this figure. Reprint from Nature Reviews Molecular Cell Biology 4, 192-201 
(March 2003) with permission from Nature Publishing Group. 
 

4.2.4 Regulation by non-coding RNA  

The term non-coding RNA (ncRNA) refers to functional RNA molecules that are not 

translated in to protein. ncRNA can be as short as 20bp, or longer than 4kb. Recent 

studies indicate that many of the non-coding RNAs, previously thought to be 

functionally inert, are actually transcriptionally active in various features. Several 

classes of non-coding RNAs that regulate transcription have been identified, including 

microRNAs (miRNA) and short interfering RNAs (siRNA). miRNA can directly 

regulate gene transcription through binding enhancers and promoters. miRNA is also 

involved in post-translational repression through mRNA targeting and degradation 

(Wagner and Lynch, 2008). Several lines of evidence implicate non-coding RNA in 

transcriptional regulation in several species: a recent study showed that RNA 

polymerase II transcription of non-coding RNA is required for chromatin remodelling 

at the fission yeast S. pombe fbp1+ locus during transcriptional activation by converting 

chromatin to an open configuration (Hirota et al., 2008). In human, a model has been 

suggested in which ncRNAs serve as a molecular “ligand” for a specific RNA-binding 

protein, TLS, which in turn modulates co-regulators and regulates transcription (Wang 

et al., 2008). In S. cerevisiae, a 2.4 kb non-coding RNA accelerates chromatin 
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remodelling and recruitment of PNAPII to activate PHO5 gene transcription (Uhler et 

al., 2007) In future, high-density tiling arrays may be used to survey a well-annotated 

genome and identify the boundaries, structure and level of coding and non-coding 

transcripts, this will help  to understand the significance and complexity of non-coding 

RNA in gene regulation. 

 

4.2.5 Transcription networks and evolution 

In summary, gene transcription is complicated and regulated by multiple factors and 

complexes in a highly cooperative manner. From modulation of higher order chromatin 

structure, to binding to promoters or enhancers, from modifying nucleosomal structure 

to communicating between activators or repressors at the site of transcription initiation, 

and eventually generating transcripts, all these steps are coordinated to ensure proper 

regulation. In this transcriptional system, the individual components interact with each 

other; these interactions include both protein-protein interactions among transcription 

factors and regulatory interactions between transcription factors and their sites in DNA. 

These interactions can be collectively represented as a network. The transcription 

network is not static but dynamic. One scenario is that the same transcription factors 

can utilise different transcription co-regulators under different conditions. One 

interesting question is to characterise how different combinations of co-regulator 

proteins participate in re-programming expression of the genome in response to 

particular conditions.  
 

From an evolutionary point of view, general transriptional machinery, and to some 

extent co-regulatory proteins and non-coding miRNA are highly conserved in 

eukaryotes (Bentwich et al., 2005; Berezikov et al., 2006; Guarente and Bermingham-

McDonogh, 1992; Mattick and Makunin, 2006; Schena, 1989). However, transcription 

factors are generally highly diverged in evolution except within their DNA-binding 

domains. In spite of this divergence, transcription factors can often act across species 

boundaries when they are expressed in heterologous organisms. The flexible 

mechanism by which transcription factor activation domains interact with co-regulator 

proteins (Hermann et al., 2001). One explanation is that the flexible mechanism by 

which transcription factor activation domains interacts with co-regulator proteins. This 

could provide an opportunity for evolving new functions without the immediate loss of 

the old ones. Indeed in many cases, transcription factors are adapted to be able to 
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interact with a wide range of structurally distinct co-regulators proteins via their 

activation/ repression domains (Flinn et al., 2002; McKinsey et al., 2002). This same 

flexible mechanism of transcription factor activation domain interaction could give 

transcription factors a key role in adaptation of gene expression pathways during 

evolution. This helps to answer one key question in biology: how several distinct 

organisms evolve from a small range of ancestors to create biodiversity?  
 
Our interest in this question led us to focus this thesis study on evolutionarily conserved 

transcriptional co-regulator histone acetyltransferase (HATs). We used yeast as a model 

system to characterise how HAT proteins, in particular Gcn5, participate in re-

programming expression of the genome in response to environmental changes. Further, 

we performed a parallel study of gene regulation using evolutionarily diverged S. 

pombe and S. cerevisiae yeasts cultured under similar environmental conditions. This 

provides a system to examine conserved regulatory components and their cellular 

applications in different organisms. 

 

4.2.6 Histone acetylation and gene transcription 

The phenomenon of histone acetylation in the eukaryotic cell has been known for 

decades. And since the early 1970s, various HAT activities haven been isolated and 

partially characterized. Histone acetyltransferases (HATs) apply the acetyl moiety from 

acetyl coenzyme A to the e-NH3+ group of internal lysine residues of histone proteins. 

Introduction of the acetyl group to lysine neutralizes the positive charge and increases 

the hydrophobicity. In the opposing deacetylation reaction, histone deacetylases 

(HDAC) remove the acetyl group, re-establishing the positive charge in the histone. 

Hyperacetylated histones have been associated with transcriptionally active genes while 

hypoacetylated histones are found in repressed or silenced regions. HATs can also 

acetylate lysine residues within transcription-related non-histone proteins (Gu and 

Roeder, 1997; Sterner and Berger, 2000).  

 

One mechanism by which histone acetylation facilitates transcription is that it changes 

the state of chromatin structure: lysine acetylation of histone tails results in neutralizing 

the positively charged histone tail region, which is postulated to weaken histone-DNA 

binding (Hong et al., 1993; Steger and Workman, 1996) or nucleosome-nucleosome 

interaction (Fletcher and Hansen, 1996; Steger and Workman, 1996). This enhances the 
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accessibility of the DNA to transcription complexes (Anderson et al., 2001; Lee et al., 

1993; Sewack et al., 2001). Another possibility is that acetylated residues in different 

combinations can be involved in recruiting additional transcription factors. When other 

tail modifications are taken into account, the combinatorial possibilities expand rapidly. 

This has led to the hypothesis that certain combinations of modifications in one or more 

tails act sequentially or concomitantly to form a histone code (Strahl and Allis, 2000). 

Recognition of this code via binding of specific regulatory proteins is proposed to lead 

to additional downstream events.  

 

In vivo, the HATs often interact with various regulatory proteins and/or the 

transcription apparatus to form HAT complexes that participate in transcription. HATs 

can be separated into two families based on primary sequence, namely the GNAT and 

MYST families. Table 1 shows a summary of HATs present in S. cerevisiae and S. 

pombe.  

 

Table 2 Summary of HATs in yeast 
HATs Substrate  HAT complex Transcriptional related function Organism 
GNAT family 
Gcn5 H2B, H3 SAGA, ADA, SLIK Transcription co-regulator S. cerevisiae,  

S. pombe, human 
Elp3 H3, H4 Elongator and 

Polymerase II 
holoenyzme 

Transcriptional elongation S. cerevisiae,  
S. pombe 

Hat1 H4 HAT B Telomeric silencing and DNA  
double-strand break repair 

S. cerevisiae 

Hpa2 H3, H4  unknown S. cerevisiae 
MYST family 
Esa1  H4 NuA4 Required for cell cycle progression and 

transcriptional silencing. 
S. cerevisiae 

Sas2 Free 
histones 

SAS complex Regulate transcriptional silencing S. cerevisiae 

Sas3 H3,  NuA3 Involved in transcriptional silencing S. cerevisiae 
Mst1 H2A,H2B, 

H3, H4 
NuA4 Damage response and 

chromosome segregation 
S. pombe 

Mst2 unknown  Negatively regulate telomeric 
silencing 

S. pombe 

 

Gcn5 (general control non-derepressible) is one of the best-characterized HATs, and is 

the focus of our study because it is a phylogenetically conserved transcriptional co-

regulator that is found throughout the eukaryotes. Its catalytic HAT domain is the most 

conserved domain and has been shown to be inter-changeable between human and 

yeast (Wang et al., 1997). This domain can act as the catalytic subunit of several 
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complexes (see table 1), notably SAGA. The SAGA complex is the direct target for 

recruitment by transcription factors in vitro (Rosaleny et al., 2007; Utley et al., 1998).  

 

Considering the importance of histone acetylation in transcriptional activation, it is 

somewhat surprising to discover that some HATs, such as Gcn5, are not essential in 

yeast. Single deletions of Gcn5 or Mst2 do not cause growth defects in S. cerevisiae or 

S. pombe. This implies two things:  first, we need a functional model system to study 

HATs in gene regulation, and different environmental stress conditions are a 

possibility. Indeed, the Gcn5-dependent SAGA complex appears to play a key role in 

regulation of stress-induced transcription, via mediation of TBP binding at stress-

responsive promoters (Uffenbeck and Krebs, 2006). Second, since a double mutation of 

HATs (gcn5Δ and mst2Δ, gcn5Δ and elp3Δ) is significantly sicker than either single 

mutation (paper V and (Wittschieben et al., 2000)) one can postulate overlapping 

functions of different HATs. This is consistent with the notions that co-regulators are 

functionally redundant in vivo (Wallberg et al., 1999). With the extensive list of 

histone-acetylating enzymes at hand, studying how these enzymes function co-

ordinately in vivo will give a deeper understanding of HATs in gene regulation.  

 

Not only the network of HAT-HAT interactions, but also the dynamic relationships 

between HAT and HDAC activities result in an active mode of regulation that is 

responsive to the ever changing demands of the cell. Shahbazian and Grunstein 

(Shahbazian and Grunstein, 2007) reviewed two models of HAT and HDAC 

interactions:  one is a concerted action model where HATs are first recruited through 

transcriptional activators, leading to a high level of histone acetylation. HDACs are also 

either recruited to the active gene or act at the gene as part of their global function. 

When HAT activities outcompete HDAC activities on active genes, this results in 

hyperacetylation and transcriptional activation, and conversely when HADCs activities 

dominate HATs, this results in hypoacetylation and transcriptional repression. 

Alternatively, it could be that the overlapping specificity of HATs and HDACs is such 

that most lysines are acetylated by HATs, but certain lysines are stronger targets of 

deacetylation by HDACs. Several studies in vitro and in vivo have shown that different 

HATs and HDACs exhibit different substrate preference, but interplay between HAT 

and HDACs has been less extensively studied. In S. pombe, there are six HDACs: Clr6 

and Hos2 (classI), Clr3 (classII) and the three class III HDACs: Sir2, Hst2 and Hst4  

(Ekwall, 2005). We found that the HAT Gcn5 and the HADC Clr3 play opposite roles 
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in a range of stress responses (paper VI), and we further investigated the antagonistic 

role of Gcn5-Clr3 by means of a genome-wide approach. 

  

At the whole genome level,  HATs and HDACs have unique site preferences and many 

enzymes act only on certain chromosomal regions. Therefore, determination of 

substrate specificities of histone-modifying enzymes and their preferred chromosomal 

sites of action is key to understanding the distribution of histones that carry different 

modification patterns (Li et al., 2007; Millar and Grunstein, 2006). Genome-wide 

distributions of histone modification on an average gene level, in which the histones 

and their modifications are, mapped on an arbitrary gene relative to promoter, 5'IGR, 

ORF or 3'IGR. They surmised that the general acetylation pattern of H3 and H4 

specifically increases at the 5’ends of genes. Based on our research comparing both 

normal conditions and stress conditions in S. cerevisiae, we found a dynamic pattern of 

activity for the HAT Gcn5 in S. cerevisiae, leading to questions of how the regulatory 

machinery works at the chromatin level and how Gcn5 participates in the stress 

response. We also sought to understand the role of Gcn5 in S. pombe in transcriptional 

elongation, based on its occupancy of the coding regions of highly transcribed genes.  
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5 AIMS OF THE STUDY 
The aim of this project was to study gene regulation networks using microarray 

technology. Specifically, we are interested in studying an evolutionarily conserved co-

regulator and its flexible role in adaptation of gene expression pathways during 

evolution. At the time when I started my PhD education, there was no commercial S. 

pombe DNA microarray available. The first goal was therefore to develop a S. pombe 

DNA microarray. The specific aims concerning technical and biological questions are 

listed below. 

 

* To establish and validate a S. pombe cDNA expression microarray (Paper I) 
 
* To study gene regulation networks in response to environmental cues (Paper II and 
Paper III) 
 
* To study the conservation and divergence in gene regulation networks involving 
transcription co-regulator Gcn5 using evolutionarily divergent yeasts. (Paper IV) 
 
*To study interactions between transcription co-regulators (interaction between HATs, 
and interaction between HATs and HDACs) (Paper V and VI) 
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6 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 
6.1 ESTABLISHMENT AND VALIDATION OF A S. POMBE DNA 

MICROARRAY (PAPER I) 

The aim of this study was to construct and validate a fission yeast cDNA microarray, 

which permits genome-wide expression analysis in Schizosaccharomyces pombe. Here 

we report microarray design, construction, exprerimental procedure data qualification 

and data analysis.  

 

The microarray contains DNA fragments, PCR-amplified from a genomic DNA 

template that represent 99% of the 5000 or so annotated S. pombe genes, as well as a 

number of control sequences.   

 

To validate our design principles, we investigated the influence on hybridization of 

fragment length, relative fragment position, GC content and intron content. Further we 

tested the reproducibility of our data by comparing independent labelling microarray 

experiments.  

 

In order to test microarray performance, we performed yeast temperature shift 

experiments, in which the low magnitude of fold changes makes the identification of 

reproducibly altered genes difficult but, on the other hand, it provides a good test of 

microarray performance.  When temperature for yeast culture shift from 25 °C to 36 

°C. We observed that the vast majority of genes do not change more than two-fold, 

supporting the widely held view that temperature-shift experiments specifically reveal 

phenotypes associated with temperature-sensitive mutants. However, we did identify a 

small group of genes that showed a reproducible large magnitude change in expression. 

Importantly, most of these genes corresponded to previously characterized heat-shock 

genes, whose expression has been reported to change after more extreme temperature 

shifts than those used here.  

 

This study provides information required to contruct the array from scratch as well as to 

use the complete array. It presents a useful resouce for fission yeast researchers as well 

as the broader yeast community, since it will facilate comparison with the distantly 

related budding yeast, Saccharomyces cerevisiae.  
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6.2 GENOME-WIDE IDENTIFICATION OF PHEROMONE-TARGETED 
TRANSCRIPTION IN FISSION YEAST (PAPER II) 

In S. pombe, nutritional starvation is the major signal that activates sexual 

differentiation. As long as the nutritional conditions are favourable, haploid cells will 

propagate vegetatively, but under nitrogen starvation, the cells exit from the mitotic 

cycle and undergo a differentiation process, which requires sexual agglutination, 

conjugation, nuclear fusion, meiosis and spore formation. The process of conjugation 

involves the action of diffusible pheromones secreted by P and M cell types in order to 

attract cells of the opposite mating type. When exposed to the opposite pheromone, the 

cells form projections toward each other, and fuse upon cell-cell contact.  

 

We use a cyr1 gene genetic background which allowed us to study pheromone 

signalling indepdendently of nitrogen starvation.  When h+ and h- cyr1- disruptants are 

mixed, they undergo mating even in rich medium without nitrogen starvation.  In these 

mutant strains, induction of pheromone-induced genes can thus be decoupled from 

other aspects of the nitrogen starvation response.  

 

We identified classes of genes that are consistently induced by pheromone, and found 

that genes induced  by M-factor and P-factor stimulation were highly overlapping; this 

is consistent with the fact that pheromone response pathway is common to both mating 

types.  This group of phermone controlled genes have an elevalated occurence of ste11 

binding sites.  

 

We also discovered new pheromone-induced genes involved in the differentiation 

process, which we validated and functionally characterised using PCR and yeast 

genetic methods.  

 

We further identified cell type specific genes by direct comparsion of the M- and P-

factor induced expression pattern. In this manner we found that  pheromone control 

suprisingly extended to genes fulfiling their function well beyond the point of entry into 

meiosis, including numerous genes required for meiotic recombination. The results also 

suggest that the ste11 transcription factor is responsible for the majority of pheromone-

induced transcription. Our observation of P-specfic  transcripts extending into the 
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neighbouring genes demonstrates the importatnce of genome mapping and  this 

information will be useful for future microarray design. 

 

6.3 THE FISSION YEAST GCN5 PROTEIN REPROGRAMS GENE 
EXPRESSION IN RESPONSE TO ENVIRONMENTAL CHANGES 
(PAPER III) 

In this paper, we studied how the transcriptonal co-regulator, Gcn5 histone 

acetyltransferase, contributes to reprogramming genome expression in response to the 

external signal KCl, in fission yeast. 

 

First we found that Gcn5 is not requried for cell growth and proliferation but  

specifically required for adaptation to KCl and CaCl2 mediated stress.  We have 

characterized the genome-wide gene expression response to  KCl stress and show that 

Gcn5 in involved in the regulation of a subset of common stress response genes. Gcn5 

is most clearly associated with KCl-induced genes, but there is no correlation between 

Gcn5 dependence and the extent of their induction.  

 

We report that Gcn5-dependent KCl-induced genes are specifically enriched in four 

different DNA motifs. The Gcn5-dependent KCl-induced genes are also associated 

with biological process gene ontology terms such as carbohydrate metabolism, 

glycolysis, and nicotinamide metabolism that together constitute a subset of the 

ontology parameters associated with KCl-induced genes. 

 

This study shows Gcn5 plays important role in stress responses and the stress 

conditions used here provide a good model for investigating gene regulation controlled 

by Gcn5. 

 

6.4  CONSERVED AND DIVERGED ROLES OF GCN5 HISTONE 
ACEETYLTRANSFERASE (PAPER IV) 

In this paper, we characterized the role of Gcn5 histone acetyltransferase during stress 

adaptation in S. cerevisiae and compared its role in the evolutionarily diverged yeast, S. 

pombe. 

 

We showed that Gcn5 is important for a specific set of stress responses in 

evolutionarily diverged yeast species including S. cerevisiae, S. pombe and S. kluyveri. 
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We proved that the conserved histone acetyltransferase domain is required for stress 

adaptation in S. cerevisiae. 

 

We defined a group of KCl stress response genes in S. cerevisiae that are specifically 

dependent on Gcn5. We found that Gcn5 represses the FLO8 gene, which provides 

support for a role of Gcn5 as a corepressor as well as a coactivator. Gcn5 localization 

studies showed a shift in the distribution of Gcn5 within genes to the coding region 

during KCl stress adaptation. Gcn5 is preferentially localized within highly expressed 

genes and long genes during stress adaptation.  

 

Comparative analysis of gene regulation by Gcn5 during KCl stress adaptation between 

S. cerevisiae and S. pombe showed that Gcn5 regulates divergent sets of KCl 

responsive genes even though it regulates the same stress response, adaptation to KCl 

in both organisms. The shift in Gcn5 localization during normal conditions and stress 

conditions in S. cerevisiae is not observed in S. pombe. The results are significant for 

understanding the molecular mechanisms by which Gcn5 regulates transcription as well 

as for an appreciation of their conservation or divergence of gene regulation networks 

in different eukaryotic organisms. 

 

6.5 REDUNDANT GENE REGULATION OF HISTONE 
ACETYLTRANSFERASES (PAPER V) 

In paper V we studied the gene expression profiles of different HAT mutants (elp3Δ, 

gcn5Δ, mst2Δ and mst1) in S. pombe and identified redundant functions in gene 

regulation. 

 

First, we isolated fission yeast elp3+, the gene encoding the histone acetyltransferase 

(HAT) subunit of the transcription elongator complex. We characterized elp3Δ and its 

interaction with other HAT mutants: gcn5∆ and mst2∆.  Next, using whole-genome 

microarrays, we compared the effects of ∆elp3 on gene expression to the effects of two 

other HAT deletion strains, ∆mst2 and ∆gcn5, Further we studied global acetylation 

levels in HAT deficient strains. 
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Comparison of phenotypes and gene expression profiles in single, double and triple 

mutants suggests that Gcn5 and Mst2 have overlapping functions. Consistently, 

overlapping specificity in histone H3 acetylation is observed. 

 

6.6 HISTONE ACETYLTRANSFERASE-DEACETYLASE INTERPLAY IN 
STRESS RESPONSE (PAPER VI) 

In this paper, we used ChIP-on-chip high resolution tiling arrays  and expression 

microarrays to study HAT-HDAC interaction in fission yeast.  

 

First we mapped genome-wide Gcn5 occupancy and found that Gcn5 is most strongly 

associated in the coding region, suggesting a role for Gcn5 in transcriptional elongation 

in addtion to its known role in transcriptional initiation. We confimed experimentally 

this role of Gcn5 in transcriptional elongation by MPA assay. 

 

Next we found that Clr3, and not the other HATs, can antagonise Gcn5 to modulate 

H3K14ac levels, elongation and stress responses.  

 

Finally, gene expression profiling showed that clr3Δ mediated changes reversed gene 

expression changes resulting from deltion of gcn5. 

 

The results show an important role for H3K14 acetylation in stress responses. Interplay 

between Gcn5, Clr3 and H3K14 affects the transcriptional elongation efficiency of 

important stress genes. 
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7 FUTURE PERSPECTIVES  
DNA microarray-based assays have moved from a technology-driven early stage to 

application-oriented high-output era. The technology allows investigators to make use 

of arrays of probes ranging from a few thousand to a few million sequences. At the 

same time, bioinformatics and statistical approaches essential to analyse, store and 

communicate the huge amount of information generated by this technology are 

maturing in parallel. DNA microarray technology has conquered highly diversified 

fields to even prove to be mature enough for clinical applications (Draghici et al., 2006; 

Shi et al., 2008; Shi et al., 2006).  

 

At the stage where DNA microarrays have succeeded in silencing most of the early 

critics (on matters such as reproducibility, shortcomings of hybridization based 

methods and so on), it has to face new challengers: the new sequencing instruments 

(also called next generation or massively parallel) which sequence millions of DNA 

fragments on a single chip in parallel. These sequence read-outs can be first mapped 

onto a reference genome, and then counted, their distribution throughout the genome 

analysed. This approach presents several advantages over the hybridization-based 

microarray methodologies, making it successful in several applications, notably ncRNA 

profiling, DNA-protein interaction, SNP and mutation discovery. Here I will address 

advantages of next generation sequencing compared to DNA microarray in ncRNA 

profiling and DNA-protein interaction assays. 

 

One key advantage of next generation sequencing is that unknown or incompletely 

known genomes can be analysed since no sequence specific probes are needed for 

detections. It allows the discovery of novel sequences, especially ncRNA. Genome 

location of ncRNA is complicated; certain classes of ncRNAs are poorly conserved 

over evolution. DNA microarray approaches can target only the known miRNAs 

previously identified by sequencing or homology searches (Yin et al., 2008). In 

contrast, next generation sequencing can readily discover novel ncRNAs. Additionally, 

the length of short ncRNA is typically around 21-35 bp.  Low molecular weight and 

low abundance detection is challenging for DNA microarray technology, while 

sequencing can distinguish single nucleotide differences. 
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Replacing ChIP-on-chip, ChIP-seq approaches can be used to detect DNA-protein 

interactions. Due to the short size of the reads, ChIP-seq approaches provide a better 

resolution in the definition and DNA-protein interaction sites, and comparison studies 

also show fewer replicates are needed; therefore less DNA material is required 

(Euskirchen et al., 2007).  

 

With its enormous potential in life science application, will next generation sequencing 

take over from DNA microarray in the future? Aside from the fact that it is still young 

and issues regarding cost still need to be worked out, the new methods can not solve 

everything:  although a large fraction of genome is accessible by Seq-based methods, 

15-20% of the reads in human genome cannot be unambiguously mapped to a single 

location because they occur more than once in the genome. Furthermore, the field faces 

bioinformatic challenges such as analysis algorithm improvement.  Over time more 

applications will migrate from microarray to sequencing platforms, while at the 

moment these two approaches appear to coexist. Indeed, combination or comparison 

studies of sequencing approaches with ChIP-on-chip, or gene expression profiling give 

more convincing results and more complete information about DNA-protein 

interactions or transcriptomes (Euskirchen et al., 2007; Liu et al., 2007; Oudes et al., 

2005).  

 

In this PhD work, we have mostly presented the gene expression profiles and DNA-

protein interaction patterns in different yeast species by expression array and ChIP-on-

chip approaches. We have not obtained clear information about mechanistic details of 

gene regulation.  For example, in paper V, how do different HATs collaborate with 

each other to achieve the redundant roles? ChIP-on-chip or ChIP-seq studies would 

help us to read the “histone code” of HATs:  whether they have overlapped acetylation 

sites, how they collaborate under normal or stress conditions? In paper IV, we observed 

a switch in Gcn5 localization within genes to the coding region in the S. cerevisiae. 

This altered pattern between normal conditions and stress conditions is not observed in 

S. pombe; what is the mechanistic difference in stress response between these two yeast 

species? Would the Gcn5 localization pattern switch back when S. cerevisiae is 

returned to normal conditions? We found Gcn5 is also localized to non-coding RNA 

genes; how is ncRNA involved in stress responses? Why does gene transcription not 

always occur at genes where Gcn5 is localised? (We only find 30% percent of Gcn5 

localized genes are transcriptionally regulated by this factor.) How does a protein (such 
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as Gcn5) control different sets of target genes while maintaining the same physiological 

role in evolutionarily diverged species?  Understanding the constraints of its gene 

regulation might be a key to transferring knowledge obtained from model organisms to 

human applications. 
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